Your Dakota seating order will be processed most efficiently if you use current and correct codes on your purchase order. Dakota seating is offered in many options. To view color samples and get the code, contact your Corcraft representative or the Sales Unit at the phone number below. When you have made your choices, you need to enter the item code (F54-DK) and also the codes for frame type, frame color, polypropylene seat and back color, and/or fabric seat and back selections after the item code on your purchase order. You must use the code numbers, not word descriptions.

Here is an example for a Dakota chair, armless, with chrome frame and black polypropylene seat and back:

Item Code Frame Frame Poly
Type Color Color
F54-DK- 0 - 1 - B L

Here is an example for a Dakota chair, with arms, black frame, black polypropylene and Contrex burgundy fabric seat and back:

Item Code Frame Frame Poly Fabric
Type Color Color Color
F54-DK- 2 - 0 - B L - 3 6 1 8

**Frame Type - (sixth position in code)**

Add these numbers for the desired frame type to complete the code:

0 = No Arms 4 = LH Tablet Sand
1 = Ganging 5 = RH Tablet Black
2 = With Arms 6 = LH Tablet Black

**Frame Color - (seventh position in code)**

Add these numbers for the desired frame color to complete the code:

0 = Black 3 = Sand
1 = Blue Grey 4 = Chrome
2 = Warm Grey

**Color Options: Polypropylene Seat and Back Selections**

Add these letters for the desired seat and back color to complete the code:

Light Tone..............LT Marsh ...............MA Black .............BL
Sand ......................SA Plum Stone.......PS Russett ..........RS
Warm Grey.............WG Juniper .............JU
Midnight ................MN Thistle...............TH Blue Grey ......BG
Egg Shell White ......ES Bordeaux ..........BR Baltic .............BA
Dark Blue Grey ......DB

**Color Options: Fabric Seat and Back Selections**

Please refer to Corcraft Seating and Panel Upholstery Selections for available selections and codes.
 FEATURES

- Durable 7/16" steel rod frame one-piece unit in nickel chrome or epoxy powder paint.
- Available in armless or arm chair models.
- When armchair model specified, armrests are of same color as polypropylene.
- Choice of seat/back in 14 polypropylene colors with upholstered fabric cushioned colors to complement your decor. Backrest back panel is polypropylene.
- Cushioned/upholstered inserts are 1/2” foam.
- High density stacker – up to 22 polypropylene units can be stacked/moved on an optional chair dolly.
- Polyethylene glides to alleviate floor marring.
- Available with optional, field installed, chrome book rack, which makes chair nonstackable.
- Bumpers on frame to prevent scuffing of seat frames when chairs are stacked.
- Optional tablet arm in 20 5/8” long by 1/2” wide of high pressure laminate surface color "Tidal Sand" or "Black", with rounded edge. These are field installed (chairs are nonstackable with this option).
- Seat height is 18”.

 Dakota Chair, Armless
Fabric/Cushioned Seat and Back Insert
F54-DK-__0 -__-__ __-__ __ __ __

 Dakota Chair, w/ Arms
Fabric/Cushioned Seat and Back Insert
F54-DK-__2 -__-__ __-__ __ __ __

 Dakota Tablet Arm
F54-DKTABSANDL Sand, left-hand
F54-DKTABSANDR Sand, right-hand
F54-DKTABBLACKL Black, left-hand
F54-DKTABBLACKR Black, right-hand

 Stacking Chair Dolly - (maximum capacity 22 chairs)‡
F54-1025CD
22 3/8W X 25 5/8D
Weight 30 lb

 Optional Bookrack
PMXBCH

‡Note: Maximum capacity fabric/cushion is 22 chairs. Maximum capacity with arms is 15 chairs.
Features:
- Durable 7⁄16" steel rod frame one-piece unit in nickel chrome or epoxy powder paint.
- Available in armless or arm chair models.
- When armchair model specified, armrests are of same color as polypropylene.
- Choices of seat inserts in 14 polypropylene colors with upholstered fabric cushioned colors to complement your decor. Backrest back panel is polypropylene.
- Cushioned/upholstered inserts are ½" foam.
- High density stacker – up to 22 polypropylene units can be stacked/moved on an optional chair dolly.
- Polyethylene glides to alleviate floor marring.
- Available with optional, field installed, chrome book rack, which makes chair nonstackable.
- Bumpers on frame to prevent scuffing of seat frames when chairs are stacked.
- Optional tablet arm is 20 5⁄8" long by 12" wide of high pressure laminate surface color 'Tidal Sand' or 'Black' with rounded edge. These are field installed (chairs are nonstackable with this option).
- Seat height is 18".

Dakota Chair, Armless, Fabric/Cushioned Seat and Back Insert
F54-DK-__0 -__-__ __-__ __ __ __

Dakota Chair, w/ Arms Fabric/Cushioned Seat and Back Insert
F54-DK- __2 -__-__ __-__ __ __ __

Dakota Tablet Arm
F54-DKTAISANDL Sand, left-hand
F54-DKTAISANDR Sand, right-hand
F54-DKTAISBLACKL Black, left-hand
F54-DKTAISBLACKR Black, right-hand

Stacking Chair Dolly - (maximum capacity 22 chairs)‡
F54-1025CD
223⁄8W X 255⁄8D
Weight: 30 lb

Optional Bookrack
PMXBCH
‡Note: Maximum capacity fabric/cushion is 22 chairs. Maximum capacity with arms is 15 chairs.
Your Dakota seating order will be processed most efficiently if you use current and correct codes on your purchase order. Dakota seating is offered in many options. To view color samples and get the code, contact your Corcraft representative or the Sales Unit at the phone number below. When you have made your choices, you need to enter the code (F54-DK) and also the codes for frame type, frame color, polypropylene seat and back color, and/or fabric seat and back selections after the item code on your purchase order. You must use the code numbers, not word descriptions.

For an example for a Dakota chair, armless, with chrome frame and black polypropylene seat and back:

Item Code  Frame Color Poly Color
F54-DK - 0 - B - B

For an example for a Dakota chair, with arms, black frame, black polypropylene and Contrex burgundy fabric seat and back:

Item Code  Frame Color Poly Color Fabric Color
F54-DK - 2 - 0 - B - B - 3 - 6 - 1 - 8

**FRAME TYPE** – (sixth position in code)
Add these numbers for the desired frame type to complete the code:
0 = No Arms 4 = LH Tablet Sand
1 = Ganging 5 = RH Tablet Black
2 = With Arms 6 = LH Tablet Black
3 = RH Tablet Sand

**FRAME COLOR** – (seventh position in code)
Add these numbers for the desired frame color to complete the code:
0 = Black 3 = Sand
1 = Blue Grey 4 = Chrome
2 = Warm Grey

**COLOR OPTIONS: POLYPROPYLENE SEAT AND BACK SELECTIONS**
(eighth and ninth positions in code)
Add these letters for the desired color to complete the code:
Light Tone..............LT
Marsh ...............MA
Black .............BL
Sand .............SA
Plum Stone.......PS
Russet ............RS

**COLOR OPTIONS: FABRIC SEAT AND BACK SELECTIONS**
(last four positions in code)
Please refer to Corcraft Seating and Panel Upholstery Selections for available selections and codes.